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Refreshments for the
April Meeting

My, my but we have a special
treat for your enjoyment at the
April meeting.
We are
breaking out our long-stored
supply of Civil Defense
supplies and gobbling them up.
There’s some good eating here.
There are 24 pounds and 8 oz. Sealed can of Survival Crackers.
of delicious All Purpose
Survival Crackers just waiting for our consumption.
They were packed in 1962 but they are sealed in cans and
our government guarantees the quality, so you know they
are good.

APRIL MEETING
The general meeting of the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
will be (as almost always) on the second Monday of the
month, April 9, at the NW NC Red Cross Building at 690
Coliseum Drive. The meeting starts at 7:30 PM but plan on
arriving early, say 7 PM. to get a good seat and to chat with
fellow hams. Ham Exams will not be offered this month.
This month's program will be a practice of duck and cover
presented by Bert the Turtle. For realism the meeting will
be held in the actual basement of the Red Cross.

We are looking for our supply of fluorescent-orange
glow-in-the-dark cheese powder to reconstitute for the
crackers. The last time I tasted this was in 1960’s
elementary school when the cafeteria ladies served us
warm globs of radiant-mutant macaroni and cheese. The
cans are not too rusty.
And to wash (choke?) all that down we will have the
lovely water from one of our 17.5-gallon green cans of
Drinking Water, Survival Supplies, furnished by the
Office of Civil Defense and Department of Defense.
Afterwards we will unseal our plastic can liners, put one
in a green can, pour in a little weladyne-F53 (tamed
iodine?!) and take turns using our community commode.

145.47 Repeater hit by Lightning
by Don WS4NC
The really bad news is that 145.47 was essentially destroyed
by lightning on March 24. I watched GRLevelX weather
radar and saw the massive storms that moved through Va and
down into northern NC, they were impressive and I hadn’t
seen that many tornado watches and thunderstorm warnings
all at the same time over such a big area. Julie Heidtman was
at Smith Mountain Lake and reported that it was hailing sideways! While the super cells were moving south-by
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of hams
and the general public primarily in Forsyth County, North
Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation
ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr.,
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter repeaters,
146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) & 444.275
(100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts its
main business meeting (sometimes called the Board Meeting)
on the 3rd Monday generally at the same location. This is
where most of the club’s business is conducted and all
attending members have a vote. All club members are
strongly encouraged to attend the business meeting. For more
information about FARC mail us at FARC, Inc., PO Box
11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336-245-5740; or
visit out web site at www.w4nc.com . Club email is to info -at
w4nc.com .
Officers for 2012 are:
President: Tim King AG4RZ

Correction in Hidden Code
I may have made a mistake in the secret, hidden code where
we talk about our paranoid Club members. In last month’s
Newsletter on page 4, line 3, the second code letter should
have been a “h”. If you don’t understand this, then never
mind, you are only paranoid because we are all against you.

FCC News
The FCC has made a recent ruling that effective April 1,
2012 any Amateur operators using digital modes are no
longer allowed to use analog antennas. Digital modes will
require digital antennas. ARDAC, Inc1 will be selling
digital antennas online, but MFJ has announced that they
will also be selling digital antennas for $10 less.
1. Amateur Radio DigitalAntenna Company, Inc. see www.ardac.com.

Ham Radio License Testing
First our new hams:
Allow me to offer all of you a hearty congratulations on
your new Amateur licenses: Phillip, Gary, Brandon,
Joseph:
Phillip Powers KK4IBH
Gary Keith KK4IBI
Brandon Warren KK4IBJ
Joseph Ziegelhofer KK4IBK

Vice-President: Jerry Minor K4GW
Secretary: Don Edwards WS4NC
Treasurer: Henry Heidtmann W2DZO
Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC

I look forward to chatting with each you on the air. Also,
allow me to extend thanks to the following Amateurs, for
the many hours your instructor/VE's dedicated in support
of this Amateur Radio Class. We truly appreciate their
efforts, professionalism and dedication toward bringing
more new Hams into the Amateur community: N4VE
Mike Adkins, KJ4IVX Scott Swain, K4GW Jerry Minor,
W4KG Steve Wilson, W4SNATom Talbert.
73, Dale Mierisch
WB9SZL VEC Session Manager

To join our list server send a blank email to
w4nc-subscribe@egroups.com
All content is Copyright 2012 by Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club, Inc, unless otherwise noted. Permission is given to
reproduce for non-commercial purposes provided proper
credit is given. If you would like to help support the newsletter
with an ad, please contact Don Edwards (email: ws4nc <at>
arrl.net). Ad deadlines are 7 days before the end of the month.
Rates are $50 for 12 months. Cheap!
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many local clubs
are on our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and
would like to trade please send us a copy.
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New FCC Testing:
There will NOT be a testing session before the April 9 FARC
meeting. Amateur radio testing for new applicants as well as
upgrades will usually be given the 2nd Monday of every month,
except December, prior to the FARC regular meeting. All test
participants are invited to attend the meeting. The time is 6:30 PM
and the place is the Red Cross building on Coliseum Drive in
Winston-Salem. << Pre-registration is required via e-mail >>,
listing the elements you wish to take and your phone number. You
may pre-register or get additional information via e-mail to info -atw4nc.org, attention Dale Mierisch WB9SZL. Replace -at- with the
usual symbol. Other dates/times will be published as we schedule
them.
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
FARC VEC Session Manage
1-336-766-9675

Monday Nights
The FARC main Club meeting is always on the second
Monday of the month at the Red Cross except in
December. The FARC business meeting is open to all
and is on the third Monday of the month and is held at
Old Staley’s restaurant at 2000 Reynolda Rd at 7-ish
PM.
Business meeting: The business meeting is held on the third
Monday night at Staley’s on Reynolda Road. The meeting
starts at 7-ish and usually runs about an hour and a half. We
have tried holding it at the Red Cross but the overwhelming
choice of those who are present is that they would prefer
somewhere where we can have food and drinks. The
attendance at the third Monday business meeting is anywhere
from about 6 to as many 15 people. All are invited - we would
love to have to move to a dedicated meeting room.
The contesting group generally meets on the fourth Monday
of the month and that is also held at Old Staley’s. All are
welcome at any of the Monday night meetings. Old Staley’s
has a connection to FARC. Owner Bill Mowery is the
nephew of W4ISH Clarence Mowery one of the prime
founders of FARC.

Field Day 2012
by Gene WB4MSG
Field day this year will again be at Hobby Park. If you
have not been this is a great place with a large shelter
area and bath rooms. We have all the room we could ask
for to set up antennas. We plan to have up and running 8
stations. These will cover from 80 thru 6 meters. There
will also be a satellite station setup that may also be used
on 2 and 432. There will be a ( GOTA ) GET ON THE
AIR station that will be set up and operated by hams that
have just got their ticket or just don’t get to operate
much. We will have 12 or more antenna systems up for
all the bands. These will consist of tri band beams,

quads, vertical's and dipoles. So at the next meeting I
will be taking names of those who would like to help
with some of the antenna building and testing. We hope
to have everything ready to go a few weeks ahead of time
instead of the night before.
This is always a great event as I think everyone that has
been involve over the years will tell you. We are making
an big change this year and going form the 5 watt class to
the 100 watt level. This should ensure that anyone who
sets down to operate will be able to make lots of contacts.
We hope to have enough equipment setup so everyone
can have a chance to operate with someone there to help
for those that are there for the first time.
This year’s field day will be catered again with Cliff’s
Famous BBQ. In the past we have had up to 50 people
there for the evening meal as everyone brings their
family’s out for the meal. So please make plans to join
us for without you and your help field day just can’t
happen. Any thoughts or suggestions please e-mail me
at wb4msg@triad.rr.com

Forsyth CountyARES
Forsyth CountyARES News
Effective April 1, 2012 at 8:30PM the ARES net will be
renamed the Winston-Salem Civil Defense Net and will
be held on 144.250 MC, AM modulation only,
preferably using Gonset Communicators. For those of
you too poor to afford a Gonset, a Heathkit Twoer will
do, but you will be looked
down upon and generally
humiliated by being called a
communist on the air. Use of
any gear made outside the
USA will get you reported to
the appropriate authorities
2
(William P. Durkee, III ) and
may result in suspension of
your amateur license. You will need your 8013.3 kc
crystal for transmit. Also please don your CD helmet for
radiation protection while transmitting. You earn extra
points if you check in from your home fallout shelter.
2. You get points if you can figure out who this is. He was appointed April 1, 1964
and left in 1966 to work for Radio Free Europe. Not the poker player - but he is
related.
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ARES Net Report for 01Mar2012
Dan O'Leary KG4ECI, AEC/Net Manager
Net Control Station: KG4ECI
Check-ins: WK4CW, W4KG, KG4JWU, KJ4ENM,
KB4GKI, WD4LSS, WB9SZL, KJ4SEN, WB4QXG,
WA4ZKI, NA4P, WF4DD, KA4JRL, KE4ZFN,
KF4EOD.
Topics: WK4CW discussed the recent severe wethaer
in the midwest; our warm weather trend locally and the
potential for severe weather it brings.

ARES Net Report for 22March2012
Dan O'Leary KG4ECI, AEC/Net Manager
Net Control Station: WK4CW
Check-ins: WA4NOT, KG4ECI, KD4ENV, KG4JWU,
WA3RTC, KB4GKI, KG4FGC, WF4DD, KJ4ENM,
KG4PDE, NA4P, WB4QXG, WA4ZKI, KC4WSK,
KA4JRL, WB9SZL, W4KG.
Topics: WA4NOT expressed interest in assembling a
contact list for FC ARES; Announcement of Three
Mountain Madness date. (June 2).

Training: WK4CW discussed 'After-action reports' what they might include, and how they are used by
ARES to prepare for future events and activations.

Training: WK4CW discussed 'Network Coverage
Concerns' relative to an activation or net - the use of
simplex versus repeaters.

Traffic: None.

Traffic: One via MT63-2000.

Net time: 20:30-21:05.

Net time: 20:30 - 21:24.
Dan O'Leary KG4ECI
AEC/Net Manager

ARES Net Report for 16MAR12
Net Control Station:WA4NOT
Check-ins: W4KG, KJ4CDM, KJ4SXH, KB4GKI,
W8LWX, WB9SZL, KC8OEX, KJ4UYR, KC4WSK,
WA8IHW, NA4P.
Announcement: WF4DD net will not meet after this
net, but will resume activity next Thursday.
Topics:
1. Planning meeting with the Three Mountain Madness
directors is next Monday; more event details will be
announced in next Thursday's net.
2. A fill-in-able ARES registration update form will be
emailed during April. Please complete and return to
WA4NOT to keep contact and capability information
current for Forsyth ARES and Emergency
Management and for NCARES.
3.Additional net control stations are needed for weekly
nets and in readiness for large-scale public service
events and possible emergency deployments.
4. During the informal session, KC8OEX and W4KG
stated their availability as back-up net control stations.
Training: none
Traffic: none
Net time: 20:30 - 20:56
Jim Mansfield WA4NOT
EC Forsyth County ARES
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More FARC History
Towers and Zoning
by Don WS4NC
[Even though I started writing this back last November I didn’t get
this as polished or as researched as I would like. Unfortunately
publication deadline is here and I’m running it as it is, errors and
all. I’m sure those with better memories or research will point out
my errors. I also should have toned down the “crowing” - the
point I was trying to stress is that we are more than a social club,
The social side is what brings us together, but there is work too.
There are sometimes that we really have to put out some effort to
preserve our privileges - much of this goes on in the background
and those who work hard on these issues don’t always get the
public thanks they deserve. It is to my regret that I can not
remember all those who worked in support of this so I can properly
thank them. At the time we felt that it was better not to attract too
much attention to this issue, probably still a good idea. When you
support FARC this is also part of what you support. Don]

Back last year I ran word-for-word the review of the
FARC contribution to the 1985 Mexican earthquake
relief effort. The copies of the letters shown last year
are what contributed to our saving the 145.47 site when
others were moved off the mountain. This and other
efforts I may publish in future months also helped save
ham radio for Forsyth County. I do not exaggerate here
as I hope you will see. I debated for a long time about if
I should publish this because someone with a little
knowledge and attitude could cause us great harm here.
April gives a good excuse to publish this as some may
assume this is anApril Fools’article. Sadly it is not.

This month I want to review a blessing that Forsyth
County hams have thanks to past efforts of FARC
members. First a little history. The year is 1987. Cell
phone towers are just starting to appear en mass. The
prevailing attitude toward towers of any kind at that
time would be a variation on “They are ugly!”. Now
that people have found that cell phone towers pay a
fairly big monthly rent some people have adjusted their
attitudes more positively.

arrays working are a serious pain. This was back in the
day when the FCC would make a terror in the life of the
engineer (this issue still does). They would bring their
weight down on the engineer first and management
second. Been there, experienced that for other stations
for other situations - it is not fun to be in that position.
You can imagine that phase-currents were almost
impossible to maintain with a rotting (or rather, totally
rotted) ground system.

In the 1960s my mother made me move my ham stuff to
the basement of my father’s store when I was a teenager.
Because it “was ugly!” This is the same woman who
demanded of me a few years ago - “Why can’t you get a
cell company to put up a big tower on my property?” It
is amazing how attitudes change when a big monthly
check is available.

There were property issues with redoing the ground
system that required the station to move the
transmitting towers to a new location. I don’t remember
the details. Unfortunately the location chosen was right
behind a fairly well-to-do, and politically connected,
neighborhood. They snuck in the zoning before locals
were aware of it. When the towers went up the locals
were mad for aesthetic reasons. But when the RF went
on - they were descending upon the zoning board with
torches and pitchforks. High power RF, especially at
MW frequencies, and very-nearby consumer
electronics don’t mix well.

What follows are my memories of the events in 1987. I
have a thick file folder with notes but important items
are missing. When this was over it was just a relief to
reach the end, I wish I had made a better effort at
keeping records. At the time it was marathon of
emotions and keeping them under control. I actually
found this file while I was looking for something else.
My memories are imperfect but this is the best of my
recall. I really need to stress that we need to leave this
situation alone, unless you have been part of this
process it is hard to understand how difficult this is - and
logic has nothing to do with the process at all. Actually
even the law doesn’t matter as you will see.
Most political events have one situation that crystalizes
action. In this case it was a local AM radio station with
a directional array. Just as a heads up I am going out of
my way NOT to mention names here, “to protect the
guilty” and the innocent. So you will have to figure out
who-is-whom on your own. This radio station, I call
them WXXX, had a directional array, as I said.
Apparently someone with an eye for cheapness decided
to build this antenna system on a tight budget. They
used chicken wire for a grounding screen. I actually
saw this back about 1970. It was a heavy grade of
chicken wire - but it was still galvanized steel. You can
imagine what happened to it after only a year or so.
An AM station that is assigned a directional antenna
system must periodically go out and measure field
strengths with a calibrated meter at particular locations
proscribed in the station license. And they must tightly
meet those requirements. There is a phasor-system at
the base of each tower to adjust to keep the system
within limits. If the field strengths aren’t right then
adjustments have to be made. Keeping directional
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New zoning ordinances were proposed. The initial
proposal ran to 11 pages. It basically banned ham
antennas of all kinds, even wire antennas. Actually
there was a process for getting a ham antenna approved
- but no one could meet it. One of the rules was (again,
this is not anApril Fools’article):
“Section 25-7(F)c: The applicant for a transmission
tower shall float a balloon at an altitude equal to the
proposed height of the transmission tower (or the
maximum permitted by the FAA, if lower) for a twoweek period prior to the public hearing date of the CityCounty Planning Board. The balloon will be of a highly
visible color, minimum of three feet in diameter, and
replaced within 24 hours if it comes down due to
failure.”
Approvals were required from the FAA, the FCC (not a
blanket approval but special permission letter from the
FCC), the Forsyth County Airport Authority and all
neighbors - before you could get to the “balloon phase”.
Landscaping requirements were severe. Setbacks from
property lines made any amateur antenna essentially
impossible on a city lot or any reasonable property size.
“Private transmission antennas” (ham antennas) were
limited to 7 Watts (and below 1 GHz). A Professional
Engineer’s certification was required that Nonionizing
Radiation levels were below ANSI C95.1-1982. All
support structures must meet EIA standard RS-2220.
There were fines for causing interference, which were
to be enforced by the WS police. I’m summarizing

from 11 pages of proposed regulations written by angry
people on a mission.
A group of us prepared in great detail and met with the
zoning professionals. To say that our first time was a
cold meeting is to be nice. I wish I could remember
those who were there, but it is not in my notes and I
don’t want to leave anyone out. Somehow I got elected
the presenter. Ouch! We had a short “talking points”
list and about one-inch thick attachment of what FARC
had done for the community, which included the
Mexican earthquake and recent hurricane efforts.
One thing that sticks in my mind from that first meeting
was the opening comment from across the table that
“ham radio is old technology that nobody uses anymore
and the antennas are ugly. They have no place in our
community.” Paraphrased but very close in tone and
word.
We tried as delicately as possible to play the preemption
issue (PRB-1 and FCC as the authority). We were met
with anger and open hostility. I can’t remember the
words but it was mainly “we can do what we want and
you can take it to court if you don’t like it.” Again
paraphrased but close in tone and word. We pulled back
and regrouped. There were other meetings with the
zoning professionals where the stance was softened a
little over time. Eventually this led to a lessening of the
regulations but still unacceptable and essentially unmeetable from our standpoint.
My memories and notes are a little confused as to the
order of the events that followed. There was the
presentation to the full zoning board. Again I was
elected to present. A big group effort went into that
presentation. We had a lawyer who helped us
immeasurably, but sadly I can’t remember his name.
He was a ham but had become inactive by the late 1980s
and he has since retired and moved away. There were
practice presentations. We were trying to leave nothing
to chance. Everything was rehearsed and as many
quality answers to any possible questions were
prepared. But here is where I must sidetrack.
A lot of people demanded to be heard on this issue most against any towers what-so-ever. They rambled,
they ran over the time limit. Some were viciously
angry. Many had to told to stop talking. One
individual, who was a ham, also had a business interest
in tower regulations. He wanted to make his own
presentation and he had not participated in all our
planning sessions. He also rambled and ran overtime. I
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cringed at many of the things said, I understood his
intent but his words did not match and he was speaking
to an openly hostile group ready to pounce on any
misstatement. At the end of his presentation the person
chairing the meeting said “I think you made a very good
issue of more regulation, not less.” Not good. It is not a
good idea to go into something like this without lots of
preparation.
By chance or good fortune I was last. Everybody was
tired and the atmosphere was emotionally charged. I
started out with a joke about being brief - some laughter.
I can’t remember what I said and I have lost my notes
but I tried to stay on topic and well under time. I think I
got the emergency service point across, and at least gave
them no more ammunition. There were more meetings
before all of this was ironed out. There was at least one
when I had to be out of town. Someone had an inspired
idea. I wish I knew who it was so credit could be given.
Someone reading this will probably remember. The
end result was probably most due to this one action,
nothing I or anyone ever said or did.
At one of the last meetings with the planning
professionals doing the work of writing the actual
regulations our group brought in a Kenwood TS-430.
Just the rig. They said “this is what we are talking
about.” Basically the size of shoebox. It was so
nonthreatening. There was an “OH!” from the planning
people. “That’s all?!” They were underwhelmed (I
guess they didn’t think about the towers that might be
attached to it - distraction is a good idea with kids and
politicians apparently.) They thought it was cute, even
wanted one. Prior to this they still thought of ham radio
as giant big rigs from the 1930’s and 1940’s.
Here is the final zoning regulation relating to ham use:
“Article II - Definitions:
TRANSMISSION TOWER. A
structure, either freestanding or attached to a building,
principally intended to support and/or radiate or receive a
source of non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIER),
and accessory equipment related to broadcast services,
private radio services, cellular telephone services, and
common carriers (as regulated by the Federal
Communications Commission), including AM, FM, two-way
radio, television and cable antenna television transmission
and reception, and microwave transmission.
“For purposes of this definition, broadcast services include
AM and FM radio and high and low power television signals
which can be received by anyone with a radio or television.
Private radio services include land-mobile or two-way radio,
fixed-point microwave, and amateur public club station
signals which can be received only with special equipment.
Common carriers provide two-way and one-way paging
services on the same frequency to many users.

The term transmission tower does not include electrical
or telephone transmission lines or supporting
structures, antennas of amateur radio (ham) operators,
amateur club services licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission, satellite dishes, and
antennas less than sixty (60) feet in height with
transmitting power of two hundred fifty (250) watts or
less.”

A couple of points: Notice in the wording “amateur
club services”, that would be us - FARC. Sometimes
it’s nice to be noticed. Apparently we got our public
service recognized. Notice the limit on power, in a
careful reading this does not apply to amateur radio.
Someone might argue otherwise but - Leave it alone!
Most people only run 100 watts anyway. Could it be
enforced? Not in the end, but it would cost many,
MANY kilo-dollars to fight it from both sides and our
opposition has attorneys on retainer, and the attitude of
God. This is a can of worms that must really not be
opened. It is strongly in our best interests not to go back
into this. We got essentially everything we asked for
and compared to other communities we are in better
standing than most. Many communities have a 35-ft
height limitation.
I don’t have a list of those involved but it includes Tom
Pugh, Jack Hamby, Rick Batte, Rick Grubbs, John
Stewart, Dave Griffith, myself and others.
I bring this history up because it really is necessary to be
aware of history so as to not repeat it. And there are
aspects of this Club that go much beyond just talking on
the repeater, contesting, or whatever our own particular
part of the hobby may be. We have many aspects and it
is to the best interests of all to be supportive to all FARC
functions. And we best do that when we can present a
strong collective front to the community.

Keeping up with Carl & Edie
[This is an excerpt from an email from Carl N4PAA. Carl has been
very active with FARC and ARES over the past years - but since
retirement he has been working diligently on his retirement house
in VA. We see him from time-to-time - but not as often as we would
like. - Don]
Don,
If and when I ever get the new house finished and the old
house down in Kernersville fixed up and sold, I might get to
see what "retired" is all about. For the past year, I've just been
"tired". I used to be able to go to "work" and rest up from a
week end of major projects at one house or the other. Now
the projects are all week long and on the weekend, so there is
no opportunity to rest up at "work" during the week.
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Besides my own projects, my daughter and son-in-law can
come up with projects on the weekends when they are off
"work" that need some extra help. I helped Travis with a
project at their store that kept us out of mischief for a
weekend. My daughter has a few more serious projects lined
up as well.
Also, since it is spring, I have been trying to get some more
land cleared and seeded down - especially what we see out
the back of the house - where I still have to put the finishing
touches on the deck that I've built there. We got one snow at
the beginning of March, and that was what I needed to light
off a huge brush pile I'd pushed together for nearly two years.
It burned for three days until some thunderstorms put out the
remains. That left a big pile of charred stumps that I pushed
or pulled over to a big gully on the place so they are not in the
way of anything. There are a lot of old logs laying all around
left over from Hurricane Hugo back in '89. Hugo leveled a lot
of the trees around this area, and there were so many that the
sawmills did not want the tangled messes. So they lay
everywhere. I apparently pushed a bunch of them over what
seems to be the head of a spring when it was frozen two
years ago. Now that the pile is burned off, I nearly got the
dozer stuck in the mud where the pile had been. I'll have to
wait for a drought to finish grading that area. It would be nice
to clear land for days, but the weather and the price of diesel
fuel limit that - along with all the other jobs.
[Edie continues to recover from her major surgery a few
years ago, although there are still some serious side-effects.
It was good to see her at the Dinner and our prayers and best
wishes go for her continued recovery. -Don]
I hope you found a new location for your "stuff" and business.
Hang in there,
Carl Brown

Christmas Dinner 2013
Yes we have to plan ahead. The Big Shotz location we
have used in the past on Stratford Road is unavailable.
Thanks to Tim AG4RZ, Henry W2DZO and some other
people who do plan ahead we do have a home - a little
more to the West: Big Shotz in Clemmons, 2nd
Monday, December 10th. We have the room officially
starting at 7:00 PM. We asked for access earlier, they
are gonna see what they can do, figured we might need
to set up a projector & such if we do the slideshow
again.

Equipment auction & Business Meeting Minutes
FARC Red Cross Shack Equipment
by Don WS4NC
FARC Secretary
[From previous Newsletters:] As presented in the
January meeting we are revisiting our needs for the HF
Shack at the Red Cross. We have been very fortunate to
be blessed with many donations and much quality
equipment. But some of our equipment is growing long
in the tooth and technology changes. To be very clear this is not a run on our equipment - this is a study to
see how to best utilize our resources. A picture of our
shack had been used by Riley Hollingsworth W4ZDH,
FCC Enforcement, retired, as an example of what a Red
Cross shack should be. We were proud of that and want
to continue to set an example. [Hi Riley! - he’s an
FARC member and reads the Newsletter!] Also
readiness and reliability in an emergency is mandatory
for us, and 20-year old gear may not be appropriate for
our readiness. When there is an Emergency - most
likely a hurricane for our area - this stuff must work. We
have provided support for numerous hurricanes over
the years, and situations like the Mexican earthquake.
Failure is not an option. An example of technical
obsolescence are items like the packet station that runs
constantly and saw much use years ago, yet sees no use
now.
A committee was formed in January to review
suggestions for what we needed to sell and what we
needed to buy to bring everything up to date. W4NC is
one of the best equipped Club stations in the SE - we
want to maintain that. Most everything is listed below but some items, such as the KWM-2 for one, are historic
to FARC and were donated in memory of an FARC ham
and are staying. We opened a 60 day comment period
[which started in January] in the newsletter for
equipment, what you think we should have, and what
you think needs to be sold. Obviously the proceeds
from the sale will be the primary way to pay for new
gear. Suggestions [were] only be accepted via email
(info<at>w4nc.com) or postal mail or at board
meetings, so the committee has (preferred) hard copy
of member's input. We [were] not in a hurry but
suggestions should be submitted by the March business
meeting (3rd Monday). The final list will be presented
at the club meeting in April to be voted on. Any item
that has been decided to be sold will be offered to paid
FARC members first by sealed bid with a minimum to
be decided by the committee. Please note again that this
is not a sale list - this is an open discussion on how we
handle our HF shack needs.
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Minutes from the March Business meeting:
Equipment Auction Mission: Looking at the overall
vision we are trying to upgrade the HF shack. The
agreement was that we sell off gear that doesn’t meet
our needs and move toward Elecraft transceivers for HF
needs, Elecraft rigs have room for future expansion and
there is a commitment from the manufacturer that they
will not face obsolesence. The Icom 706 is a go-to rig
for emergencies and we should look for something
newer - probably the Icom 7000. There are other issues
that came up but the discussion centered about how to
keep the best HF capability at the Red Cross and still be
a model station. VHF needs were addressed last year
and details on those are still in progress: New
controllers in 2011, New Kenwood repeater (It’s here finally!) and a grant proposal is in progress - but these
steps take some time.
Discussion: there was a lot of give and take at this
meeting. Emotions ran high from everyone. From my
perspective everyone gave up something that they
wanted to keep. For me and Henry it was the FT-920 best radios I've ever used - but they are a maintenance
problem and they have just a little too much age. There
was total agreement that selling the Collins would be
ethically wrong - it has special ties to Forsyth County
and it was a project done and donated in memory of an
FARC ham, Grady White - it needs installation in the
center console. I think we achieved consensus on
moving to K3 HF rigs as they are infinitely up-gradable
and the manufacturer has committed to that - plus they
are arguably the best HF rig out right now in terms of
receiver specs and functional obsolescence is not part of
the manufacturer's plan like other companies. An Icom
is the likely choice for the portable HF radio.
Keep or sell:
This was the agreement. More
discussion afterwards - please read everything before
making up your mind about what is going on:
KEEPERS (Other):
Two meter rigs: (Again VHF is not the primary issue
here, that is being addressed separately, ie, new
controllers were purchased last year and this year a new
Kenwood repeater has been ordered and a grant
proposal is in progress.) These rigs work and are
reliable, we might later add another one:
ALINCO DR-135 2M XCVR 2M
ICOM IC208H 2M XCVR 2M/440
TANDY HTX252 2M XCVR 2M
Continued next page

KEEPACCESSORIES:
HEIL GOLDLINE MICROPHONES/BOOMSETS (2)ACC
HEIL PROSET HEADSETS (2)ACC
RIGBLASTER INTERFACEACC (echolink)
HY-GAIN T2X CONTROL BOXACC (duh!)
SIGNALINK INTERFACEACC
MFJ VOICE KEYER ACC (some discussion - decided to keep it
for check out purposes)
DELL P3 COMPUTER PC - echolink computer, basically
worthless but it works - a replacement is in progress
EVEREX NM3900W COMPUTER PC LaptopAdequate
EVEREX NM3900W COMPUTER PC LaptopAdequate
VIEWSONIC VS11444 20” MONITOR PCAdequate
VIEWSONIC VS11444 20” MONITOR PCAdequate
ASTRON RS-20M POWER SUPPLY PS Is in use
ASTRON RS-35M POWER SUPPLY PS Is in use
COLLINS 516F2 POWER SUPPLY PS Is in use and stays with the
Collins)
KENWOOD PS430 POWER SUPPLY (it is in use, we could sell it
but we would need to replace it with something that would be about
a wash $-wise)
MFJ 989 HF TUNER TUNER Field Day needs
MFJ 969 TUNER TUNER Field Day needs

KEEPHFTRANSCEIVERS:
YAESU FT-840 HF TRANSCEIVER HF (probably not ours to
sell, from Forsyth Emergency Management - should be built into a
go-box with tuner)
COLLINS KWM-2 HF TRANSCEIVER HF (neither ethically or
desirably sellable - ties to Forsyth County and is a memorial to
Grady White, plus tube gear has EMP immunity that solid-state
doesn’t have)

HFAMPLIFIERS TO KEEP:
ALPHA 374 HF AMPLIFIER HF AMP (it's autotune and fairly
idiot-proof and easily hits 1500W - keep it 'til it dies, then fix it
again)
TENTEC TITAN 425 HF AMPLIFIER (lots of discussion over
this - selling this would give up 160 meters - it is one of the nicest
pieces of gear in the shack, losing 160 would kill CQWW
capability, the other 160 option would be to keep the AL-1500 or
the Heathkit for 160, the final decision was we should keep quality
and we can reach our needs without selling it. Quality/reliability
being a prime consideration. These rarely come up for sale, so this
decision it going to be disappointing for a few FARC members who
were waiting in the wings.)

FOR SALEAT THEAPRILMEETING:
Rules are to highest bidder, bidders must be paid-up
FARC members, max bid amount in a sealed
envelope only, to be opened by the treasurer at the
end of the April meeting, unbidded items will go to
eBay, the minimum prices are ~based on 80-90% of
recent eBay prices:
ALINCO 2M DATAXCVR 2M Min $50
ICOM 706 TRANSCEIVER Min $675

MFJ 1270C PACKET CONTROLLERACC Min $50
KENWOOD TS2000 HF TRANSCEIVER HF Min $1100
KENWOOD TS430S HF TRANSCEIVER HF Min $250
TENTEC PARAGON HF TRANSCEIVER HF Min $750
YAESU FT920 HF TRANSCEIVER
HF Min $700
YAESU FT920 HF TRANSCEIVER ® HF (parts/repair rig)
Min $400
AMERITRONAL-1500 HFAMPLIFIER HFAMP Min $1300
HEATH SB-221 HFAMPLIFIER HFAMP Min $700
W4UW BIG TUNER Min $80

I think there are a few other accessories that are not
listed - like K4UW's wattmeters. Some of the prices
may seem high but are based upon about 80-85% of
what research says we can obtain for the gear. While we
want first opportunity to go to FARC members we must
balance that against what we can realistically obtain for
the gear and the goal here is not to have a fire sale but to
upgrade the capability we offer to both the amateur
community and the public community. There are no
perfect decisions, just our best efforts and much
compromise was required.
Several related issues that were discussed at length:
Issue 1. TS-2000 - it is with some regret that the
decision was made. This was another highly emotional
issue. The TS-2000 has a high value [mainly because
there isn’t another rig on market like this] but the
replacement with an IC-7000 would still give 6M, 2M
and 440 Multimode. We know that a few members are
very fond of satellite modes but the 7000 would supply
those needs to some degree and Kippe has offered his
Yaesu FT847 for satellite use at field day. If we stretch a
bit we can put two K3s at the Red Cross - the K3s are
infinitely up-gradable. If we keep the TS-2000 there is
no way we can do this upgrade, this was essentially a
deal breaker, so with great reluctance it must go.
Issue 2 - 2m/440 radio: One of the radios we have is
2M/440 - the Icom IC-208. The only 2M rig for sale is
the Alinco AR-1200-T which is a dedicated data
transceiver. I believe I heard a consensus that another
inexpenisve 2M rig might be a good idea but VHF was
not the prime purpose of this meeting. I think the IC208 is on Echolink duty - perhaps we should re-purpose
another radio for that duty - (Dale nixed that idea for
good reasons - it will stay on its current duty). Also we
should start planning for at least one more 2M/440
radio, maybe two. This supports the repeater growth
plan, but that is another discussion which has a plan
already in motion.

Issue 3 - Handhelds - there was some discussion on
handhelds. The general agreement is that we should
have a few handhelds available - but with alkaline packs
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as the way to go. If someone will research the alkaline
packs needed for our current handhelds and give me
the details I will order them - (pending a vote, if it's
over $50). An open issue is that maybe we should
upgrade(?) to Wouxons, don't see why that can't be
done but we should get a good inventory of what we
have, then we don't think there is any objection to
modernizing to something new. It may be a very good
idea to have reliable handhelds for our preparedness
(and the ability to program the D%^* things without a
manual. ) Everyone agreed that NiCad or even NMH
batteries are not the best ideas for keeping a pack
charged over long periods of disuse. [Ed. note:
Personally my Go-Bag has a radio-shack handheld
with an alkaline pack in it - and lots of AAs since
everything in my go-bag uses AAs.] These issues
might be best approached after the June Hamfest when
we are a little more flush with cash.
Issue 4. Sell current handhelds: Tied in with issue 3.
The Alinco came from emergency management funds
and we probably should hold on to that - but Steven
and Dan says that we can get an alkaline pack for it.
Let's do it. Any others handhelds we have are up for
consideration - we just didn't list them because we
aren't talking much money and we were looking more
for a vision on the HF end but their sale would go a
long way toward a new handheld.
Issue 5. There is very little 220 activity here, but the
desire for a 220 rig did come up. Probably tabled until
we can provide our other needs.
Issue 6. Foxhunting kit: Love too. Who's going to
make it? Somehow we need some "critical mass" for
fox hunting to take off. It just takes a few guys in the
club to take the lead on this. Everybody seems
interested but otherwise committed to other issues.
This is an area for some leadership from someone.
Anyone? Don’t be shy.
Issue 7. Field Day. Gene is needing some real help
here - he has a beautiful vision for Field Day. A signup
list will be passed around at the next Club meeting and
he will be calling on people to jump in and help. [You
don’t have to wait until you are asked, you know, just
contact Gene.] Also we will ask Cliff to cater BBQ at
FD - a decision that was met with cheers. [Cliff has
agreed!]
Issue 8. Overall consensus on the keep/sale decisions:
The board felt we had 2 missions - First we have our
fiducial responsibility with the Club equipment and
funds, hence the long 60 day comment period and the

requirement to put your ideas in writing or to
participate in the decision. Great thanks to those that
did that and contributed to what amounts to a big
decision. Secondly we need to be forward looking for
both our emergency needs and for maintaining quality
equipment for members enjoyment. Having a big
closet of seldom-used older gear doesn’t meet either of
those goals.
Issue 9. Gene proposed a filter system that would
prevent damage such as happened to one of the Yaesu
920’s during 2 station operation. Parts costs was
estimated at $70. Approval by all and parts are
ordered.
Note from Secretary: We were much embarrassed a
long time ago for having an old generator that didn’t
work when an big ice storm hit, but thanks to the
generosity of Reese Felts KB4FOX-SK we were able
to upgrade to a quality generator which still serves our
needs and those of the Red Cross. Sadly we can’t
afford a 250-KW model (with a similar price tag) for
the entire building but we do what we can within our
financial limits. It pays to have high vision and we are
making some good progress toward some serious
growth goals within the limits of a volunteer
organization. There are some people who have put
some serious time into this club, and even quite a few
dollars of personal money and hopefully we will
continue to set a high standard. I wish it could happen
faster but we must make the steps we can, as we can.
But we must always be going in the right direction for
all of our needs. I have some positive feelings that
some of the big things that were put into motion a few
years ago are about to pay off handsomely for FARC. WS4NC
End of minutes & auction notice

Renewals
My thanks to all those who have sent in their FARC
renewals. I have a large stack on my desk and I’m
getting them entered as fast as I can, but I doubt I’ll get
them all entered before the Newsletter goes out today
(April 1). I will have them all done by the Club
meeting. Please remember that your membership
must be paid up to enter a bid on any of the FARC gear.

Other News:
From ARRL & N2COP: The FCC is about to announce its plans
for collecting data as part of the “Study on Emergency
Communications byAmateur Radio and Impediments toAmateur
Radio Communications” which was enacted February 22nd.
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This study is expected to have a 45 day window beginning in April
during which Hams can provide examples of antenna restriction
language in neighborhoods governed by CC&Rs, “Covenants,
Codes and Restrictions”. In addition, the study will want accounts
of Hams whose requests to install antennas were denied because of
CC&Rs. The study does not cover areas under the jurisdiction of
only municipal ordinances – just neighborhoods with CC&Rs
embedded in their deeds or through contracts with their
homeowners associations. The final study report will be turned
over the Congress in August. One possible outcome might be a
recommendation for a federal exemption for antenna relief which
could override CC&Rs. Please see the “QUA” column at the
bottom of this newsletter for commentary, and be on the lookout for
instructions on how to submit information and data when
announced.
TWO DESERVING HAMS FOR THE ORDER OF LONG LEAF
PINE – [FARC has one member who was presented the Long Leaf
Pine award - Past President (& Colonel) Terry Brown AK4D WS4NC.] Governor Beverly Perdue has bestowed the Order of
The Long Leaf Pine Award to two other NC hams: Weldon Fields,
W4AJT, and Bill Finch, W4EHF, of Greenville. The award is
among the most prestigious in North Carolina, and is akin to the
title of Colonel in Kentucky and the Order of the Palmetto in South
Carolina. Both Bill and Weldon were founders of the Tar Heel
Emergency Net (THEN) in 1947 and remain active in emergency
communications and traffic. 98 year old Weldon has been licensed
since 1930, and 100 year old Bill since 1935. They will receive
their awards at theARRL Forum at RARSfest onApril 7th.
CHAPEL HILL CELL PHONE BAN IGNORES AMATEUR
RADIO –[ I urge you to go online and read about this. This is the
type of over-reaching regulation in which we may find ourselves if
we aren’t vigilant - like the tower regulation discussed elsewhere
this month. - WS4NC] Many thanks to Hams in Chapel Hill for
trying to work with Town of Chapel Hill officials in adding an
exemption for Amateur Radio in the municipality’s new ordinance
which bans cell phone, mobile electronics and civilian two-way
communications use while vehicles are in motion inside town
limits. The ordinance is the most sweeping in North Carolina, and
was passed March 26th in a controversial 5-4 vote. The language
in the new ordinance, which takes effect June 1st, prohibits use of
any portable electronics and two-way communications, including
Blue Tooth. Local Hams headed by Dan Eddleman, KR4UB,
alerted Chapel Hill town officials about federal preemption for
Amateur Radio and supplied sample Amateur Radio exemption
language used in other municipal ordinances. Although one of the
councilmen directed staff to include AR exclusion wording, the
adopted version makes no specific reference to Amateur Radio,
and whether Amateur Radio is excluded under a general provision
in the ordinance is unclear. Should a citation be issued for Amateur
Radio use under such an ordinance, such violations have usually
been dismissed by courts. The response of Chapel Hill and Orange
County Hams to this measure was exemplary, but underscores that
NC Hams need to be vigilant in identifying and working with
municipalities in making sure Amateur Radio not be subjected to
ordinances like this in the future.
HAMFESTS – April 7, RARSfest (also North Carolina State
Convention), Jim Graham Bldg., NC State Fairgrounds, Raleigh.
Talk-In 146.64, more info www.rars.org ; April 20-21,
Southeastern VHF Convention, Doubletree Inn Airport, 2600
Yo r k m o n t R d . , C h a r l o t t e . D e t a i l s :
http://www.svhfs.org/conference.html ;April 21, Catawba Valley

Hamfest, Burke County Fairgrounds, 145 Bost Rd., Morganton.
Talk-In 147.15. Details at: http://www.cvhamfest.com

W4FAL-SK
Bill Morine W2COP
PASSING OF W4FAL – Every month we receive notice of Hams
who have passed away, and each has a compelling story as to what
led them to Amateur Radio and their achievements in our hobby.
While all deserve to have their stories told, occasionally we have to
remind folks about the legacy of a Ham who has left his mark on all
of us. Frank Lynch, W4FAL, died suddenly this month. Frank had
been a NTS traffic handler and the ARES District Emergency
Coordinator (DEC) for Area 7. However, we’ll best remember him
as one of the tireless advocates fighting Broadband over Power
Lines (BPL) which interfered with Amateur Radio, and his role as
Frequency Coordinator for the Southeaster Repeater Association
(SERA), permitting hundreds of repeaters on the air with minimal
interference. Whenever any of us get on the air with relative ease in
North Carolina, we have Frank Lynch to thank. Frank was 57 years
old.

W5YI-SK
CQ Columnist Fred Maia, W5YI, Silent Key Amateur Radio Examiner,
Educator, Author was 76 CQ columnist Fred Maia, W5YI, a leading
amateur radio journalist, educator and pioneer of volunteer examining,
passed away on March 28 after a battle with cancer.
Maia, 76, published "The W5YI Report," dubbed "America's Oldest Ham
Radio Newsletter," from 1978 to 2003, and has been a CQ contributing
editor since 1985. His regulatory affairs column, first titled "Ticket Talk,"
then "Washington Readout," offered news and perspective on FCC and
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) actions, and helped untold
numbers of hams wend their way through often-confusing mazes of the
volunteer examining and vanity call sign systems. "Fred was one of those
unusual people who was more focused on doing the job than he was on
getting credit for doing it," noted CQ Publisher Dick Ross, K2MGA. "His
'job' was to help this hobby grow, and he succeeded admirably."
Maia was also a driving force in amateur and commercial radio licensing
and education materials since late 1970. He was the first Volunteer
Examiner Coordinator appointed by the Federal Communications
Commission in 1984, and his W5YI-VEC group grew into the nation's
second-largest VEC after theARRL.
Fred served as President of the W5YI-VEC until his retirement in October
of 2000. In 1986, he founded The W5YI Group to develop, publish and sell
amateur and commercial radio license study materials. Fred also formed
National Radio Examiners to provide examination services as a
Commercial Operator License Examination Manager (COLEM), and cowrote a commercial radio licensing study manual with Gordon West,
WB6NOA.
As a longtime member of the National Conference of Volunteer Examiner
Coordinators (NCVEC) and its Question Pool Committee (QPC), which
develops and maintains the question pools for amateur radio license
exams, Fred was deeply involved in many of the changes in amateur radio
licensing over the past quarter century. This includes the phased
elimination of Morse code requirements for amateur licenses and the
current system of three license classes, Technician, General and Amateur
Extra.
A resident of Arlington, Texas, Fred was a graduate of the U.S. Air Force
Radio Operator s School, and was first licensed as an amateur radio
operator as a teenager in Rhode Island, where he grew up. He is survived
by his wife, Doris, and two daughters. A memorial service will be held,
3:00pm, Saturday March 31, 2012 at Moore Funeral Home, 1219 North
Davis Dr.,Arlington, TX 76012.
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March Program
The March program was one of the best ones we have
had in years. Bob Gusek brought his wonderful 3D
printer and ran it for us. Basically if you can draw one you can make one. The local group meets at
www.fablocker.org and on Brookstown Ave. on
Mondays and Thursdays. They will have a booth at the
June hamfest and will be demonstrating the printer
again. I’m out of room for this month but here is a photo
from March. There will be more about these guys in
future Newsletters. [I will - no, must!, have one of
these!]

145.47 Repeater Lightning Damage Continued from page 1
southwest through Va., a smaller, but still impressive
supercell system moved into Forsyth County - these two
systems met approximately above Sauratown Mountain.
I’m sure it was an impressive afternoon for all the equipment
on the mountain. At my office in WS pea-sized hail came
down for an hour. The animals were lining up two-by-two.
An old bearded man came through the mist and asked
“What’s a cubit?” Amusingly, shortly after the storms
passed Forsyth County with pretty blue sky overhead and to
the west - I started getting severe thunderstorm text
messages from the weather channel. Nice timing guys.
The really good news is that we have a new Kenwood
repeater that arrived at the dealer in Raleigh late that week so
it wasn’t installed yet and it is safe. WB9SZL Dale worked
really hard over the last weekend using lots of spare parts,
duct-tape and chewing gum and had the old 145.47 back on
the air on Tuesday. The 145.47 echolink is still down but
should be back soon. Kudos to Dale and his helpers for such
quick response. And kudos to Eric WK4CW for doing the
weather spotting.
HappyApril
I hope you enjoyed this month’s Newsletter. Parts of it have
been written as much as a year ago. I hope you have fun
figuring out which are the April 1 articles and which are not.
It’s longer than most and some articles ended up being
pushed to later Newsletters.
73, Don WS4NC
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